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New Book. First published in 1893, The Art of Casting in Iron has since made its mark in the field of
blacksmithing, offering handymen everything they need to know to make appliances, chains, and
statues and repair broken castings the old-fashioned way. From founding statues and the art of
taking casts to pattern modeling and sectional molding, this practical guidebook provides all of the
need-to-know basics and more. Included in this book is information on: - The measurement of
castings - Pouring and feeding - Gear molding machines - Foundry equipment and appliances Mixing cast iron - Burning, chilling, and softening - And much more! With simple, easy-tounderstand instructions and detailed formulas, tables, and illustrations, The Art of Casting in Iron
guides the reader step-by-step through the iron casting process, making it the perfect companion
for novice metal founders and industry professionals alike.
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Reviews
An extremely great ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. It is full of knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an exceedingly straightforward way in
fact it is merely right after i finished reading through this publication by which really transformed me, alter the way i believe.
-- Spencer Fr itsch
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It is rally intriguing throgh reading time period. I am pleased to tell you that here is the very best book i
actually have study in my very own lifestyle and may be he finest ebook for at any time.
-- Ms. Lor a West Jr .
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